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Abstract
Measurement of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) temperature by Planck has resulted
in extremely tight constraints on the ΛCDM model. However the data indicates a evidence of
dipole modulated temperature fluctuations at large angular scale which is beyond the standard
Statistically Isotropic (SI) ΛCDM model. The signal measured by Planck requires a scale depen-
dent modulation amplitude that is beyond the scope of the phenomenological model considered
by Planck. We propose a phenomenological model with mixed modulation field for scalar and
tensor perturbations which affect the temperature fluctuations at large angular scales. Hence
this model is a possible route to explain the scale dependent nature of the modulation field. The
salient prediction of this model is the direction dependent tensor to scalar ratio which results
in anisotropic Stochastic Gravitational Wave Background (SGWB). This feature is potentially
measurable from the B-mode polarization map of Planck and BICEP-2 and leads to determi-
nation of the modulation strength. Measurability of SI violated polarization field due to this
model is estimated for Planck and PRISM. Absence of the signal in the polarization field can
restrict the viability of the model.
1 Introduction
The sustained improvement in sensitivity of
the instrumental noise over the last couple of
decades has made Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB) a very powerful probe of our
Universe. Measurement of temperature power
spectra from Planck [1, 2] is explained with the
minimal ΛCDM model at angular scales smaller
than 2 ◦ (multipole l > 50). However, Planck
[3] and also WMAP [4, 5] detected significantly
more fluctuations in the CMB temperature field
in one hemisphere centered in the direction pˆ =
(l = 217.5◦, b = −20.2◦). This feature cannot be
accommodated within the standard Statistically
Isotropic (SI) cosmological models.
This observed SI violation is phenomenolog-
ically modelled by the dipole modulation of the
total temperature field and it yields a scale de-
pendent modulation present only at large angu-
lar scales (θ ≥ 3◦) [3], which is beyond the scope
of dipole modulation model. Hence the observed
scale dependent feature of the dipole asymmetry
indicates that this model is not the true model to
explain the observed SI violation. Also detection
of similar anisotropic feature from two indepen-
dent experiments (WMAP and Planck) suggests
a cosmological origin of the modulation field in
favour of ignored systematic effect [6, 7, 8, 9].
To investigate the cosmological origin of this
dipole modulation which is present only at large
angular scale, we propose a phenomenological
model in which the SI violated features are
prominent in both scalar and tensor perturba-
tion. The modulated tensor perturbations leads
to anisotropic Stochastic Gravitational Wave
Background (SGWB) which has negligible con-
tribution at small angular scales and hence can
naturally lead to the observed scale dependence.
This model affects both the temperature and po-
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larization field of CMB and leads to a direction
dependent tensor to scalar ratio r(nˆ) which is
different from the all sky average value of tensor
to scalar ratio 〈r〉.
From the measurement of B-mode polariza-
tion from small-sky experiment BICEP-2 [10]
and full sky experiment Planck, the modulation
strength for the tensor part can be estimated.
2 BipoSH representation for
temperature and polarization
The ΛCDMmodel of cosmology assumes the uni-
verse to be statistically isotropic and hence pre-
dicts the harmonic space covariance matrix to be
diagonal 〈Xl1m1X
′∗
l2m2
〉 = CXX′
l1
δl1l2δm1m2 . How-
ever this assumption of isotropy is now being rig-
orously tested with almost full sky measurements
of CMB temperature anisotropies. The basic
idea behind this study is to search for statisti-
cally significant power in off-diagonal elements of
the covariance matrix 〈Xl1m1X ′∗l2m2〉. The Bipo-
lar Spherical Harmonic (BipoSH) coefficients in-
troduced in this field by Hajian and Souradeep
[11, 12, 13] form a very convenient basis to study
deviations from statistical isotropy. In the ab-
sence of the isotropy assumption the two point
correlation of the CMB temperature (T) and po-
larization fields (E & B) can be most gener-
ally expressed in terms of these basis functions.
The two point correlation of CMB anisotropy
CXX
′
(nˆ1, nˆ2) = 〈X(nˆ1)X ′(nˆ2)〉 can be expressed
most generally as
CXX
′
(nˆ1, nˆ2) =∑
JNl1l2
AJN
l1l2|XX′
{Yl1(nˆ1)⊗ Yl2(nˆ2)}JN ,
(1)
where AJN
l1l2|XX′
are the BipoSH coefficients for
X = T,E,B and can be related to the harmonic
space covariance matrix through the following
expression,
〈
Xl1m1X
′∗
l2m2
〉
=
∑
JN
AJN
l1l2|XX′
(−1)−m2CJNl1m1l2−m2 ,
(2)
where, CJN
l1m1l2m2
are the Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients. From a given temperature or polarization
map, BipoSH coefficients can be obtained by in-
verting the above relation
AJN
l1l2|XX′
=
∑
m1m2
(−1)−m2〈Xl1m1X ′∗l2m2〉CJNl1m1l2−m2 ,
(3)
In the isotropic case, the only non-vanishing Bi-
poSH coefficients are given by the expression
: AJN
l1l2|XX′
= (−1)l1
√
(2l1 + 1)C
XX′
l1
δl1l2δJ0δN0.
Measurement of any non-zero value of BipoSH
coefficients for J 6= 0 is the signature of viola-
tion of statistical isotropy.
3 Mixed modulation in scalar
and tensor perturbation
The measurements of the CMB temperature
anisotropies by Planck indicates a dipole mod-
ulation of the CMB sky on large angular scale
with a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of 3.7 [3].
However it is known that the dipole modulation
of the CMB sky cannot be the true model as it
requires scale dependent dipole modulation am-
plitude to explain the observations [3].
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Figure 1: The figure shows the scalar and tensor
metric perturbation contributions to the CMB
angular power spectra generated using CAMB
[14] with the value of tensor to scalar ratio (r)
as 0.2. Note that while the CTT
l
and CEE
l
have
large contributions coming from scalar metric
perturbations, the CBB
l
spectrum on large an-
gular scales is purely sourced by tensors.
To explain this we consider a model with dif-
ferent amount of modulation in scalar and tensor
part of the metric fluctuation and we refer this
as Mixed Modulation (MM). Since, the contri-
bution to temperature anisotropy arising from
the tensor part of the metric fluctuations decay
at small angular scale as shown in Fig. 1, it is
expected for the tensor modulation field also to
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be insignificant at such scales. As a result this
model can naturally mimic the observed scale de-
pendent dipole modulation. Recently, different
sort of effects from tensor perturbations to ac-
count for the observed anomalies is also showed
by several authors [15, 16, 17]. A variety of mod-
els like direction dependent scalar spectral index
(ns), optical depth (τ), gravitational waves and
isocurvarture perturbations, which can lead to a
dipole asymmetry is discussed by Dai et al. [18].
Effect of the MM on temperature and polariza-
tion field can be written in terms of a mixing fac-
tor α. On assuming that α part of the observed
dipole modulation is from tensor perturbation
and the remaining 1−α part is from scalar per-
turbation, the total effect on temperature and
polarization field can be written as,
X˜(nˆ) = [1 + (1− α)MS(nˆ)]XS(nˆ)+
[1 + αMT (nˆ)]X
T (nˆ) , (4)
where, X ∈ T,E,B. The superscripts S &
T denote the contribution to CMB fields aris-
ing from the scalar and tensor components of
the metric perturbations respectively. MS (MT )
denotes the modulation field for scalar (tensor)
part which can be determined from the Planck
temperature field by setting α either to zero
or one. Our model becomes equivalent to the
model considered by Planck [3] by choosing the
value of α = MS/(MS + MT ) which makes
the values for (1 − α)MS and αMT equal to
MSMT /(MS +MT ). Hence the MM model con-
sidered by us is a more general model compared
to Planck, which has considered only a special
case of it. For α > 0.2, the signal strength
(1 − α)MS does not remains significant (SNR
< 3 ) at small angular scales and hence leads
to a scale dependent modulation field. As a
result this model has potential to explain the
complete features of the observed non-SI signal.
This model with modulation in the tensor part is
equivalent to the SI violated Stochastic Gravita-
tional Wave Background (SGWB), which results
in direction dependent tensor to scalar ratio (r).
A spatially varying tensor to scalar ratio r is re-
cently discussed by Chluba et al. [19]. For a
small patch of the sky along the direction nˆ we
use the technique discussed by Hivon et al. [20]
to obtain the direction dependent r(nˆ) as,
r(nˆ) = ro [1 + αMT (nˆ)]
2 , (5)
where r0 is the unmodulated tensor to scalar ra-
tio. Then the all sky averaged value of tensor to
scalar ratio (denoted by 〈r(nˆ)〉) becomes,
〈r(nˆ)〉 = ro〈(1 + αMT (nˆ))2〉 , (6)
Since the salient feature of MM model is the
SI violated tensor field which leads to dominant
non-SI signal at large angular scales, we estimate
the tensor modulation field MT (nˆ) from Planck
temperature map in the next section by setting
α = 1 in Eq. 4.
4 Determination of Tensor
modulation field from Planck
and BICEP-2
4.1 Estimating MT from the observed
Planck temperature map
Here we investigate the possibility of statistically
anisotropic signal by modulating only the tem-
perature anisotropies arising from tensor part of
the metric fluctuations by choosing α = 1. Then
Eq. 4 becomes
T˜ (nˆ) = T S(nˆ) + [1 +MT (nˆ)]T
T (nˆ) . (7)
Using the BipoSH formalism mentioned in
Sec. 2, we determine the nature of MT (nˆ) from
the observed temperature field by Planck. The
BipoSH coefficients for temperature anisotropy
is
AJNll′ =MJN
T SJll′ ∀ J 6= 0 , (8)
where, MJN are the spherical harmonic coeffi-
cients of the modulation field MT and
T SJ
ll′
is
the shape factor given by
T SJ
ll′|TT =
Πll′
ΠJ
[
T CTT
l
+ T CTT
l′
]
√
4pi
CJ0l0l′ 0 , (9)
where Πll′ =
√
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1) and T CTT
l
de-
notes the angular power spectrum of the tensor
modes of CMB temperature field. Since, the an-
gular power spectra depends upon the value of
tensor to scalar ratio r0, the BipoSH spectra also
strongly depends upon the value of r0. So, pre-
cise estimation of r0 is essential for correctly es-
timating the modulation strength from the Bi-
poSH spectra.
Finally we derive a minimum variance es-
timator for reconstructing the modulation field
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following an identical procedure as described in
[3, 21, 22, 23]. The minimum variance estimator
derived is given by the following expression,
MˆJN =
∑
ll′
SJ
ll′
AJN
ll′
/σ2
AJN
ll′∑
ll′
(SJ
ll′
)2/σ2
AJN
ll′
, (10)
where variance of the BipoSH coefficients
σ2
AJN
ll′|XX′
= 〈A∗JN
ll′
AJN
ll′
〉 can be expressed in
terms of the total CMB angular power spectrum
for an SI sky [21].
The significance of the detections of the mod-
ulation field harmonics is evaluated by estimat-
ing the reconstruction noise properties of the
minimum variance estimator. It can be shown
that the reconstruction noise in each harmonic
mode J of the modulation field is given by the
following expression,
NJ =
[∑
ll′
(SJ
ll′
)2
σ2
AJN
ll′
]−1
. (11)
To mimic the observed dipole asymmetry, the
amplitude of the modulation strength for tensor
field can be estimated from the Planck SMICA
map [24]. This amplitude depends upon the
value of unmodulated tensor to scalar ratio r0.
Since, the value of r0 is not measured precisely,
we estimate the m1/pi =
∑
N
|M1N |
2
3pi
for different
r0 as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Estimation of tensor modulation power
m1/pi for different values of r0 from Planck
SMICA map. This shows a decrease in m1 with
increase in r0.
Since the only significant power is seen in the
dipolar (J = 1) mode of the modulation field,
we can take the modulation field of the form,
MT (nˆ) = A pˆ · nˆ, where A denotes the amplitude
of the dipole and pˆ is the dipole direction. It can
be shown that the dipole amplitude A is related
to the power in J = 1 mode by A = 1.5
√
m1/pi.
By estimating the value ofMT , we can determine
the mixing factor α from polarization spectra.
4.2 Measuring the mixing factor α
from polarization map of Planck
and BICEP-2
Tensor part of the mixed modulation leads to
observable effect in the B mode polarization of
CMB. In the presence of non-zero α with the
dipolar nature of tensor modulation shown in
Sec. 4.1, the tensor to scalar ratio in a small
patch of the sky shown in Eq. 5 becomes,
r(nˆ) = ro [1 + αA pˆ.nˆ]
2 . (12)
The all sky average r for a dipolar modula-
tion field then becomes,
〈r(nˆ)〉 = ro(1 + (αA)2/3) , (13)
Using these two equations, we can estimate the
value of α and r0 from the CMB missions like
BICEP-2 and Planck.
BICEP-2 [10] has measured the polarized
CMB sky, around the direction nˆ0 = (l =
314◦, b = −59◦) and has claimed a detection of
rBICEP = 0.2
+0.07
−0.05. However, the value of the r in
the BICEP field may alter on considering fore-
grounds from the dust in the mentioned patch
which was recently pointed out by Planck [25].
Considering the angular separation between
BICEP-2 patch and the dipole direction (pˆ) as
θ = cos−1(pˆ.nˆ0) ≈ 75◦, we show the allowed pos-
sible values for rBICEP and 〈r〉 for different αA
and r0 in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. This
plot indicates that a stronger (weaker) modula-
tion strength αA can lead to a larger (smaller)
discrepancy between the measurement of rBICEP
and 〈r〉. A precise measurement of tensor to
scalar ratio from BICEP-2 and Planck can deter-
mine αA and r0. If the value of α is consistent
with zero then the MM model can be ruled out.
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Figure 3: (a) In this plot we show the possible range of rBICEP, 〈r〉 for different values of modula-
tion strength αA (shown in colour bar). This shows that with the measured value of rBICEP in the
BICEP patch and all sky average value 〈r〉, we can estimate the value of α uniquely. (b) In this
plot we show the determination of r0 (shown in colour bar) from the measurement of rBICEP and
〈r〉. From the measurement of a particular value of rBICEP and 〈r〉, both the values of αA and r0
can be determined.
5 Forecast for measuring SI vi-
olated B mode polarization
from Planck
The MM model with a significant contribution
from tensor perturbation can lead to the scale
dependent dipole modulation in the temperature
field. This model can also result in SI violation in
the polarization field of CMB and hence non-zero
value of BipoSH spectra for polarization. Since,
the main feature of MM model is the presence of
SI violated tensor modulation, we make a fore-
cast of measuring the BipoSH spectra for polar-
ization from Planck arising from tensor part of
this model. Detection of this modulation signal
from BB BipoSH spectra strengthens the viabil-
ity of MM model.
The measurability of BipoSH spectra can
be calculated using the reconstruction noise N1
mentioned in Eq. 11 for the dipole modulated
E and B modes. The reconstruction noise N1
for EE and TE spectrum are much larger than
the reconstruction noise for BB spectrum. This
is due to the large contribution from the scalar
perturbations to the cosmic variance for EE and
TE, which is absent in the B mode polarization.
Hence we estimate the detectability of the effec-
tive modulation signal αA only for the B mode
polarization. As there is no precise detection of
r0, we estimate reconstruction noise N1 (upto
lmax = 64) for the B mode with different val-
ues of r0, for one of the best frequency channel
ν = 143GHz of Planck [26]. The 2σ and 3σ
curves are plotted in blue and red solid lines re-
spectively in Fig. 4 along with a range of values
for α2m1/pi and r0. With the measurement of
α2m1/pi and corresponding r0 from Planck and
BICEP-2 (as mentioned in Sec. 4.2), we can
determine the detectability of α2m1/pi from B
mode BipoSH spectrum.
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Figure 4: The dipole modulation α
2m1
pi
is plotted
for different values of r0. In blue and red we plot
the 2σ and 3σ curve of the reconstruction noise
(σ = N1/pi) upto lmax = 64 as a function of r0
after incorporating Planck instrumental noise for
frequency channel ν = 143GHz. In the dashed
red line we depict 3σ curve of the reconstruc-
tion noise for PRISM. The effect of this model is
readily measurable in the B-mode BipoSH spec-
tra from PRISM for a wide range of α
2m1
pi
.
In Fig. 4, the region above the 3σ curve
(solid red line) is detectable with SNR ≥ 3 from
Planck. This implies that the non-SI B mode po-
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larization is detectable only for a limited range of
modulation strength from Planck. However the
reconstruction noise for the frequency channel
ν = 220GHz of future mission such as PRISM
[27] shown by the red dashed curve in Fig. 4,
is considerably lower than Planck. As a result,
PRISM can measure B-mode BipoSH spectra
even for weak power of effective modulation. Ab-
sence of such signal from PRISM can falsify the
proposed MM model.
6 Conclusions
Planck [3] has measured a signature of Statisti-
cal Isotropy (SI) violation at large angular scales
which is beyond the standard ΛCDM model.
This SI violated signal is modelled as a dipole
modulation of the total temperature field with
a peak amplitude of 0.07 [3]. But this model
does not capture the features correctly, since it
is unable to recover a scale dependent modula-
tion amplitude [3].
In this paper, we propose Mixed Modula-
tion (MM) model, having different modulation
strengths for scalar and tensor perturbations
that can capture the observed SI violated signal
without scale dependent modulation amplitude.
The different amplitudes of modulation strength
for scalar and tensor can be modelled by a mixing
factor α as shown in Eq. 4. Since, CMB tem-
perature anisotropies arising from tensor pertur-
bation decays at small angular scales (shown in
Fig. 1), any modulation in the tensor anisotropy
is also expected to decay at such scales. Hence
the only contribution from Eq. 4 at small angu-
lar scales comes from scalar perturbation part,
i.e. (1− α)MS for MM model.
Since, the salient feature of the MM model
is the modulated tensor perturbation, it is es-
sential to estimate the tensor part of the modu-
lation field MT from the observed temperature
field by Planck [3]. For this we consider the MM
model with α = 1 (i.e. only tensor modulation)
and calculate the BipoSH spectra and the corre-
sponding minimum variance estimator for tem-
perature field in Eq. 8 and Eq. 10 respectively.
The power of the amplitude of the modulation
strength m1/pi depends upon the value of tensor
to scalar ratio r0 used in the analysis. In Fig. 2,
we plot the estimated power m1/pi for different
values of r0 from observed Planck SMICA map.
This indicates that for higher tensor to scalar ra-
tio r0, we need a lesser modulation strength to
explain the observed amplitude of SI violation.
Due to the dipolar nature of MT we can express
the modulation field as MT = A pˆ.nˆ, where A
is related to the power of the modulation field
m1/pi by A = 1.5
√
m1/pi. This non-SI ten-
sor perturbation implies anisotropic Stochastic
Gravitational Wave Background (SGWB) which
causes direction dependent tensor to scalar ra-
tio. Different mechanisms like exotic super hori-
zon tensor modes [28], dissipative processes [29],
modulated preheating [30] can produce non-SI
SGWB. Several authors [31, 32] have also men-
tioned about other processes to produce modu-
lated tensor perturbation. An SI violated SGWB
can also arise due to an initial anisotropy during
inflation [33]. The model with anisotropy in the
inflationary dynamics considered by Mukherjee
and Souradeep [33] leads to dominant SI viola-
tion in the tensor perturbation than in the scalar
perturbation. This mechanism naturally leads to
a direction dependent scalar spectral index (ns)
and also satisfies the results as shown by other
authors [18, 34]. In a recent paper by Dai et al.
[18], a variety of models were discussed which
can lead to the observed scale dependent dipole
asymmetry. One of such model is the direction
dependent ns, which can lead to the observed
signal. By using the MM model, the value of the
anisotropy in the scalar part reduces and as a
result of which even a mild direction dependence
in the value of ns can express the observed sig-
nal. Detection of α from the future missions can
impose strong constrain on the direction depen-
dence of ns.
To estimate the value of mixing factor α, we
need to consider multiple independent measure-
ments of tensor to scalar ratio r. On estimating
the tensor to scalar ratio from BICEP-2 patch
(rBICEP) and all sky average tensor to scalar ra-
tio from Planck (〈r〉), we can estimate the value
r0 and αA using the Eq. 12, 13. In Fig. 3(a), we
plot a range of values for rBICEP and 〈r〉 for dif-
ferent values of αA. This plot indicates that for
a measured value of rBICEP and 〈r〉, αA can be
determined. Stronger (weaker) the value of αA,
larger (smaller) the discrepancy between rBICEP
and 〈r〉. Similarly for different values of r0,
rBICEP and 〈r〉 is plotted in Fig. 3(b). Also to in-
vestigate the signature of tensor part of the MM
model on BipoSH spectra for polarization, we
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estimate the reconstruction noise N1 mentioned
in Eq. 11 for EE,TE and BB spectrum with
Planck instrumental noise for frequency channel
ν = 143GHz. Due to large contribution from
scalar perturbation in EE and TE spectrum, the
cosmic variance for EE and TE are larger than
BB spectrum. As a result, the reconstruction
noise is minimum in BB and leads to a measur-
able signature only in the BipoSH spectra forBB
spectrum. Since the effective modulation power
α2m1/pi and unmodulated tensor to scalar ratio
r0 are not measured precisely, in Fig. 4 we plot
a range of values for α2m1/pi along with 2σ and
3σ curve for different values of r0, where σ is
denoted by N1/pi. This figure shows that only
a limited range of the modulation strength can
have a detectable effect in Planck from BB Bi-
poSH spectrum. However, with future missions
like PRISM [27], much lesser value of α2m1/pi
are also detectable with a high SNR. In Fig. 4,
we plot the value of reconstruction noise for fre-
quency channel ν = 220GHz of PRISM by red
dashed curve.
The proposed MM model generates SI vio-
lated tensor perturbation, which implies an SI
violated Stochastic Gravitational Wave Back-
ground (SGWB). A similar direction dependent
tensor to scalar ratio was also discussed earlier
by Chluba et al [19]. Our model leads to several
observable signatures in theB-mode polarization
spectra which are measurable from experiments
like BICEP-2, Planck and PRISM. A detailed
study of this model is required using all future
data to understand the cosmological origin of the
observed SI violation.
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